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ABSTRACT

We analyze the nucleosynthesis yields of various Type Ia supernova explosion simulations including pure detonations in sub-
Chandrasekhar mass white dwarfs, double detonations and pure helium detonations of sub-Chandrasekhar mass white dwarfs with
an accreted helium envelope, a violent merger model of two white dwarfs and deflagrations as well as delayed detonations in Chan-
drasekhar mass white dwarfs. We focus on the iron peak elements Mn, Zn and Cu. To this end, we also briefly review the different
burning regimes and production sites of these elements as well as the results of abundance measurements and several galactic chemical
evolution studies.
We find that super-solar values of [Mn/Fe] are not restricted to Chandrasekhar mass explosion models. Scenarios including a helium
detonation can significantly contribute to the production of Mn, in particular the models proposed for calcium-rich transients. Although
Type Ia supernovae are often not accounted for as production sites of Zn and Cu, our models involving helium shell detonations can
produce these elements in super-solar ratios relative to Fe.
Our results suggest a re-consideration of Type Ia supernova yields in galactic chemical evolution models. A detailed comparison with
observations can provide new insight into the progenitor and explosion channels of these events.

Key words. supernovae: Type Ia supernovae – methods: numerical – nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances – stars: abun-
dances – Galaxies: abundances

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) have
been in the focus of interest of astrophysical studies primarily
because of their application as distance indicators (Riess et al.
1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) via the Phillips relation (Phillips
1993). As one of the signifcant sources for heavy elements in the
Universe, however, they are also important as a main contribu-
tor to cosmic nucleosynthesis (Matteucci & Greggio 1986; Mat-
teucci & Recchi 2001; Matteucci et al. 2006; Kobayashi et al.
2006; Kobayashi & Nomoto 2009; Kobayashi et al. 2015, 2019).
Although SNe Ia have been intensely studied in observational
and theoretical approaches, the questions concerning their pro-
genitors and explosion mechanisms remain open.

There is broad agreement that SNe Ia originate from the ther-
monuclear explosions of carbon-oxygen white dwarf (WD) stars
(Hoyle & Fowler 1960). In some cases, however, also oxygen-
neon WDs (Marquardt et al. 2015) or hybrid carbon-oxygen-
neon WDs (Kromer et al. 2015; Willcox et al. 2016) may give
rise to similar events. In most scenarios, the explosion is trig-
? E-mail: florian.lach@h-its.org

gered by the interaction with a binary companion. This rather
unsharp characterization leaves room for a whole zoo of possi-
ble progenitor (e.g. Wang & Han 2012) and explosion scenarios
(see, e.g. Hillebrandt & Niemeyer 2000; Hillebrandt et al. 2013).
Potential progenitors can be subdivided into the single degen-
erate (SD) scenario involving one WD (Whelan & Iben 1973)
accompanied by a main sequence, giant, or helium star and the
double degenerate (DD) scenario consisting of a binary system
of two WDs (Iben & Tutukov 1984). Another possibility, the
core-degenerate scenario, has been proposed by Kashi & Soker
(2011). Here a WD merges with a post-AGB core already dur-
ing the common envelope phase and forms a new WD above the
Chandrasekhar mass (MCh) which is stabilized by rotation. As
the rotation slows down it might explode as a SN Ia.

From the explosion modeling point of view and the implied
nucleosynthesis output, however, the mass of the WD at the time
of explosion is the fundamental parameter (Seitenzahl & Towns-
ley 2017). Generally, one distinguishes near-MCh models from
models in which the exploding WDs are significantly below the
Chandrasekhar mass limit of approximately 1.4 M�. Finally, the
characteristics of the explosion is governed by the combustion
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mechanism. A thermonuclear combustion wave is formed via a
runaway process during convective burning, due to dynamical
interaction in a WD merger, or by converging shock waves. In
the first case, a subsonic deflagration propagates via heat con-
duction. The two other cases may lead to the formation of a
supersonic detonation where, in contrast, the fuel is heated and
burned by the compression of a shock wave (see, e.g., Röpke
2017 for a review of thermonuclear combustion in SNe Ia).

It is not clear yet which of the various possible explosion
mechanisms can account for SNe Ia. In addition to the bulk of
normal SNe Ia obeying the Phillips relation a variety of sub-
classes of SNe Ia have been identified (see Taubenberger 2017
for a review) and therefore it is most plausible that more than
one scenario contributes to the overall class of SNe Ia.

One approach to check the validity of a certain scenario is
to conduct multidimensional hydrodynamical simulations of the
explosion phase together with the subsequent calculation of syn-
thetic observables, such as light curves and spectra. These can
then be compared to observations of SNe Ia and the initial model
can be accepted, discarded or adjusted accordingly. This exer-
cise has been carried out during the past years for a variety of
explosion scenarios, and although suitable explanations of sub-
classes could be identified, there is no fully convincing model
for the bulk of normal SNe Ia yet (Blinnikov et al. 2006; Kasen
& Plewa 2007; Blondin et al. 2011; Röpke et al. 2012; Seiten-
zahl et al. 2013b; Sim et al. 2013; Fink et al. 2014; Kromer et al.
2013; Townsley et al. 2019; Gronow et al. 2020).

Another test of the realization of specific explosion scenar-
ios are abundance measurements in stars combined with galac-
tic chemical evolution (GCE) models (Matteucci et al. 2006;
Travaglio et al. 2014; Kobayashi et al. 2011). Among other in-
gredients, these models assume certain rates, delay-time distri-
butions and nucleosynthesis yields for various kinds of SNe Ia
and core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe). The enrichment of the
investigated stellar population or galaxy with metals is then com-
pared to stellar abundances derived from spectroscopy and thus
allows to infer the origin of a particular element or group of el-
ements. This is the reason why the characteristic imprints of a
certain explosion scenario are of great interest.

A prominent example is the case of the element manganese.
It is widely accepted that the primary contribution to Mn stems
from SNe Ia since the observed values of [Mn/Fe] in the Galaxy
increase from [Fe/H] ≈ −1 to the solar value and CCSN
yields predict sub-solar values for [Mn/Fe] (Timmes et al. 1995;
McWilliam 1997; Kobayashi et al. 2006; Kobayashi & Nomoto
2009; Kobayashi et al. 2011; Weinberg et al. 2018; Kobayashi
et al. 2019). This “SN Ia knee” has already been explained by
Tinsley (1979), Greggio & Renzini (1983), and Matteucci &
Greggio (1986) since it coincides nicely with the decrease of the
α-elements, i.e. [α/Fe], produced by CCSNe from their super-
solar plateau at lower [Fe/H]. Seitenzahl et al. (2013a) picked
this up arguing that Mn is produced at high burning densities in
normal freeze-out from nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE, see
Sect. 2) and therefore it predominantly originates from MCh ex-
plosions. The best agreement with the data is achieved if SNe Ia
equally arise from sub-MCh and MCh progenitors. These results
have been further refined in the recent work of Eitner et al.
(2020). Their non-LTE measurements of Mn in a sample of 42
stars in the Galaxy show a rather flat evolution of [Mn/Fe] near
the solar value lowering the contribution of MCh SNe Ia to about
25%. The trend in [Mn/Fe] is not so clear in dwarf spheroidal
galaxies (dSphs) but various works also find that a SN Ia contri-
bution to Mn is required to explain observations (Cescutti et al.
2008; North et al. 2012; Cescutti & Kobayashi 2017). Another

study carried out by McWilliam et al. (2018) claims that the
most metal-rich star in Ursa Minor, COS 171, was enriched by
a low metallicity, low-mass sub-MCh detonation. In particular its
low [Mn/Fe] and [Ni/Fe] values exclude a MCh origin. Further-
more, the sub-solar amounts of Cu and Zn are also a hint for
a low-mass progentior of the SN explosion which has enriched
the star COS 171 since these elements are produced in strong
α-rich freeze-out. Moreover, de los Reyes et al. (2020) attribute
different [Mn/Fe] values in dSphs to their specific star formation
history. The combination of sub-solar [Mn/Fe] and a short star
burst, as seen in Sculptor, indicates a dominant role of sub-MCh
explosions. In contrast, Fornax and Leo I show a long-lasting
star formation and [Mn/Fe] around the solar value which points
to an increasing enrichment via near-MCh SNe Ia.

Our work analyzes the nucleosynthetic yields of various
models for SNe Ia, namely pure deflagrations and delayed deto-
nations in MCh WDs as well as pure detonations and double det-
onations of sub-MCh WDs. The aim is not to go into detail about
observational implications of specific isotopes and to evaluate
whether the model matches any observed SN Ia but to identify
specific abundance patterns that are characteristic for particular
explosion scenarios and therefore to constrain whether this sce-
nario is required to produce the observed elemental and isotopic
abundances. The key discriminant is the initial mass of the WD
that sets its central density, mainly determining the freeze-out
regime reached by the burning region. So-called normal freeze-
out from NSE, for instance, requires high densities only reached
in MCh WDs, and the presence of a helium detonation yields
unique abundance patterns not produced in explosive carbon-
oxygen burning. Moreover, electron captures significantly re-
duce the electron fraction at high densities and therefore shift the
nucleosynthesis yields in NSE to more neutron rich isotopes (see
Sect. 2.2). Thus, the occurrence of iron group elements (IGEs)
with a considerable neutron excess is a hint towards the Chan-
drasekhar mass scenario (Yamaguchi et al. 2015).

This work is structured in the following way: In Sect. 2 we
first review the different burning regimes and then summarize
the explosion models investigated. Section 3 presents the results
of our nucleosynthesis analysis and we discuss implications of
these results for the nature of the progenitor for SNe Ia. The ele-
ments Mn, Zn and Cu are of particular interest. Because we find
substantial amounts of the unstable radionuclides 68Ge, 68Ga,
and 65Zn, we briefly test their potential impact on the observ-
ables. In Sect. 4 we summarize our findings.

2. Explosion models and burning regimes

2.1. Explosive silicon burning

In a thermonuclear supernova explosion the innermost, i.e. dens-
est, part of the WD star reaches temperatures sufficiently high for
silicon burning and thus significantly contributes to the produc-
tion of IGEs. Woosley et al. (1973) divide the parameter space
of this burning regime into three regions: the regime of incom-
plete silicon burning, alpha-rich freeze-out, and normal freeze-
out from NSE (see Fig. 1). In NSE all the abundances from pro-
tons, neutrons and α-particles up to the iron peak have reached
an equilibrium, i.e. forward and reverse reactions cancel each
other. Besides the peak temperature Tpeak and density ρpeak also
the time scale on which a particular fluid element cools after
the crossing of the burning front determines the nucleosynthesis
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normal
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neutron
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Fig. 1. Burning regimes in the T − ρ-plane according to Woosley et al.
(1973). Below a certain temperature the burning of silicon is incom-
plete. At high temperatures the state of nuclear statistical equilibrium
is achieved and silicon is transformed into iron peak elements. This re-
gion is subdivided in the regime of normal freeze-out and α-rich freeze-
out. The shaded area covers values of χ between 1 and 10 according to
Eqs. (3) and (4).

yields. Adiabatic cooling can be written as (Woosley et al. 1973)

ρ(t) = ρpeake−t/τHD , (1)

T9(t) = T9,peak

(
ρ(t)
ρpeak

)γ−1

. (2)

Here γ denotes the adiabatic exponent and τHD = 446χρ−1/2
peak

is the hydrodynamical time scale. With the help of the scaling
parameter χ, the dependency of the results on the time scale can
be examined.

Meakin et al. (2009) present an updated prescription for the
density evolution in SNe Ia. They employ an exponential tem-
perature decay and ensure adiabaticity by fixing the entropy to
the post-burning state. The entropy S is a function of temper-
ature, density and averaged values of the mass number Ā and
the proton number Z̄. Thus, the density can be obtained from
S = S (T (t), ρ(t), Ā, Z̄). However, for demonstration purposes we
stick to the formulation of Woosley et al. (1973) in the follow-
ing since the main statements about freeze-out from NSE are not
affected by the exact choice of the expansion prescription.

Incomplete silicon burning is characterized by the presence
of two quasi-equilibrium clusters, i.e. only certain regions in the
chart of nuclei that have reached equilibrium states, centered
around 28Si and 56Ni, respectively. These are separated by the
bottleneck at a mass number of A ≈ 45 (e.g. Ti and Sc). These
elements are weakly bound compared to Ca and are therefore
low in abundance. Hence, the flow of material through the bot-
tleneck is very low and intermediate mass elements (IMEs) as
well as IGEs remain present after the burning is quenched. At
higher temperatures the bottleneck is removed. The equilibrium
clusters merge and matter achieves the state of NSE, ultimately
converting silicon to IGEs almost completely. The temperature
necessary for silicon exhaustion, that is X(28Si) ∼< 5 × 10−3, can
be approximated by (Woosley et al. 1973)

T9,peak ∼> 4.3
(
ρpeak

χ2

)1/68

. (3)

In NSE, the abundance distribution is uniquely determined by
density, temperature, and electron fraction Ye. The composition
changes as soon as the first reactions drop out of equilibrium due
to decreasing temperature. At high densities, matter is character-
ized by a low fraction of light, free particles such as neutrons,
protons and α-particles. Therefore, the composition during this
normal freeze-out or particle-poor freeze-out is not altered sig-
nificantly by the capture of light particles during expansion. At
lower densities, in contrast, light particles are more abundant and
thus react with the prevailing iron group nuclei and bring matter
out of NSE composition. Due to the high mass fraction of α-
particles this drop-out of equilibrium is called alpha-rich freeze-
out. Woosley et al. (1973) derive the approximate relation

ρpeak ∼< min

4.5 × 105T 3
9,peak

2.5 × 105T 4
9,peakχ

−2/3 , (4)

for the density separating α-rich freeze-out and normal freeze-
out using γ = 4/3 in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).

Therefore, the Tpeak − ρpeak-plane is split into three regions
by Eqs. (3) and (4) as illustrated in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 20 of
Woosley et al. 1973). These regions produce different chemical
compositions after the last reactions have frozen out. This is also
visualized in Fig. 2 for the different explosion models explained
in the next Section. The separation of the different regions can
be shifted continuously by a variation of the scaling parameter χ.
The gray shaded area in Figs. 1 and 2 covers values of χ between
1 and 10.

2.2. Neutronization in high density material

We have discussed in the previous Section how the NSE com-
position is altered in the two different freeze-out regimes but the
NSE composition itself is determined by the electron fraction Ye
(related to the neutron excess η = 1 − 2Ye). In NSE, but also
in quasi-statistical equilibrium (QSE), the most abundant nuclei
after freeze-out are those with the highest binding energy and an
electron fraction close to that of the initial fuel. For symmetric
matter, i.e. Ye = 0.5, the most abundant nucleus is 56Ni. As Ye
decreases isotopes like 57−60Ni and 54−58Fe become more abun-
dant depending on the actual electron fraction and their bind-
ing energies. The value of Ye is determined and altered by three
mechanisms.

First, the electron fraction of the WD is set by the metallicity
Z of the progenitor main sequence star. Most important are the
abundances of 56Fe and CNO nuclei which are mostly converted
to 14N in hydrogen burning (CNO-cylce) and subsequently to
22Ne in helium burning. These two isotopes, 56Fe and 22Ne, pro-
vide the dominant part of the surplus of neutrons in the exploding
WD. Timmes et al. (2003) derive an approximate relation for the
mass of 56Ni as a function of metallicity. It shows a decreasing
trend for 56Ni with increasing Z and a variation of 25% if Z is
varied by a factor of three.

Second, the initial Ye of the WD is altered during convective
carbon burning (“simmering”) preceding the thermonuclear run-
away in a MCh WD. The number of neutrons is increased via the
capture of free electrons onto the highly ionized atoms (Bahcall
1964):

e− + (Z, A)→ (Z − 1, A) + ν. (5)

These endoergic reactions require high electron energies and
therefore become important at high densities only. Chamulak
et al. (2008) study the behavior of Ye during carbon burn-
ing and find that the reaction chain 12C(p, γ)13N(e−, ν)13C is
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the dominant mechanism for reducing Ye for densities around
1×109 g cm−3. The electron capture on 13N is gradually replaced
by 12C(12C, p)23Na(e−, ν)23Ne for ρ > 1.7× 109 g cm−3. Chamu-
lak et al. (2008) estimate a maximal reduction in Ye by 6.3×10−4

and Piro & Bildsten (2008) suggest a carbon-dependent value of
|∆Ye,max| = 1.7 × 10−3 X(12C).

Finally, the most dramatic changes to the electron fraction
happen during the explosion itself. In NSE, electrons are mostly
captured by free protons at high temperatures. Subsequently, as
the temperature drops IGEs capture most of the electrons. This
leads to a decrease in Ye down to Ye ≈ 0.44 in the most ex-
treme cases in the central regions of the exploding WD star.
Therefore, the regions with the highest density do not contribute
significantly to the production of 56Ni (Brachwitz et al. 2000)
but to more neutron-rich IGEs. In general the nucleosynthesis
results then depend on the central density and the correspond-
ing density gradient. Detailed studies of the nucleosynthesis
in Chandrasekhar-mass models and the effect of neutronization
have been carried out by Thielemann et al. (1986), Iwamoto et al.
(1999), and, with updated electron capture rates (Langanke &
Martinez-Pinedo 2000), by Brachwitz et al. (2000) and Bravo
(2019). When 3D effects in deflagration models are taken into
account the final abundance stratification will be smoothed out
compared to the theoretical prediction based on density, metal-
licity and neutronization (Seitenzahl et al. 2013b).

In summary, the neutronization due to electron captures is an
effect restricted to the high densities reached only in WDs close
to MCh and hence the abundances of very neutron-rich isotopes
are a hint to the Chandrasekhar-mass scenario. The abundance
ratio of nickel to iron, for instance, measured in late time spectra
of SNe Ia can be taken as a proxy for the quotient 58Ni/56Ni and
thus for the neutronization. This has been used by Flörs et al.
(2019) to infer the contribution of sub-MCh progenitors to SNe Ia
in relation to MCh progenitors .

2.3. Explosive helium burning

In addition to explosive silicon burning, the burning of helium is
another source of nucleosynthesis products in the double deto-
nation scenario (see Sect. 1). Explosive helium burning has been
studied by Khokhlov (1984) and Khokhlov & Érgma (1985).
They found that in general the burning is characterized by a com-
petition between the triple-α reaction and α-captures on heavier
nuclei. First, 12C is synthesized by the reaction 3α →12C and
subsequently heavier α-elements (16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S,
36Ar, 40Ca, 44Ti, . . . ) are produced. The time scale for the cap-
ture of an α-particle increases for higher mass numbers A due
to the higher Coulomb barriers. The latter is penetrated more
easily at higher particle energies and the time scale therefore is
temperature-dependent. Consequently, the α-chain stops as soon
as the time scale for the 3α-reaction is shorter than for the next
α-capture. However, above a certain, density-dependent temper-
ature of approximately 2 × 109 K at ρ = 5 × 106 g cm−3, 56Ni is
always the most abundant isotope since it has the highest binding
energy at Ye = 0.5 (see Sect. 2.1). These temperatures are usu-
ally surpassed in helium detonations, and therefore most of the
material is converted to 56Ni. Nevertheless, there is a way to stop
the α-chain before 56Ni is reached also at high temperatures: If
the initial fuel is polluted with carbon, oxygen or nitrogen, for
instance, the slow triple-α reaction is bypassed by α-captures
on these seed nuclei. This leads to a very fast depletion of α-
particles and the nucleosynthesis stops below A = 56 once the

material runs out of α-particles (see also Woosley & Kasen 2011,
Shen & Moore 2014; Gronow et al. 2020).

Beyond A = 56, the reverse reactions become increasingly
important and start to balance the α-captures to some extent.
Nevertheless, a high abundance of α-particles results in an en-
hanced production of elements beyond Ni such as Cu and Zn
compared to their NSE abundance. The time scale to reach NSE
is about 1 s at a temperature of 5 × 109 K. However, conditions
necessary for NSE are not achieved in the major part of the he-
lium detonation and thus the nucleosynthesis exhibits interesting
differences to the burning products of the CO core.

2.4. Models

In this work, we investigate three distinct kinds of explosion
models. The first class consists of pure detonations of sub-
Chandrasekhar mass CO WDs. We closely examine the violent
merger (VM) of a 0.9 M� with a 1.1 M� WD simulated by

Pakmor et al. (2012b). In addition, two pure detonations of
CO WDs with total masses of the progenitor of 0.81 (PD081)
and 1.15 M� (PD115) of Sim et al. (2010) are included in our
analysis.

Secondly, we study models including a detonation of a he-
lium shell on top of a sub-MCh mass WD (“.Ia”-SN, Bildsten
et al. 2007; Shen & Bildsten 2009; Shen et al. 2010) eventually
triggering a second detonation burning the CO core (double det-
onation). Two models are taken from Sim et al. (2012) which fol-
low the explosion of low-mass CO cores (0.58 and 0.45 M�) with
a prominent helium shell of 0.21 M� (hereafter CSDD-S and
CSDD-L, respectively). The second detonation is triggered via
the converging shock mechanism not far from the center of the
WD (Fink et al. 2007). The HeD-S model follows the same setup
as CSDD-S, but the detonation of the core is suppressed. These
pure helium detonations are a possible explosion mechanism for
Ca-rich transients (e.g. Inserra et al. 2015). Moreover, a double
detonation in the core of a 1.05 M� WD with a carbon-enriched
helium shell of 0.073 M� (Model M2a of Gronow et al. 2020) is
included. In this case, a detonation in the core is triggered at its
outer edge when the helium detonation front converges on the
far side of its ignition. In addition, an equivalent model to M2a
at solar metallicity M2a� is investigated. This model is set up
as a WD with a total mass of 1.06 M�. Its core consists of 12C,
16O, and – in order to reproduce the metallicity – 1.34% of 22Ne.
In the 4He shell (Mshell = 0.075 M�) an admixture of 0.34% by
mass of 14N accounts for solar metallicity in for the hydrody-
namical explosion simulation.

Finally, the MCh scenario is analyzed. We add the N5def
model of Fink et al. (2014) as an example of a pure deflagration,
the N100ddt delayed detonation identical with model N100 of
Seitenzahl et al. (2013b) as well as a pure deflagration in a MCh
WD with central density of 2.6 × 109g cm−3. The latter (R60) is
ignited in a single spot 60 km off-center and, like N5def, does not
disrupt the whole star but leaves behind a bound remnant. The
model produces a very faint explosion ejecting only 0.018 M�
of 56Ni and 0.049 M� of material in total. Moreover, the kinetic
energy of the ejecta amounts to 8.17× 1048erg and an intact WD
of 1.33 M� is left behind after the explosion. This model has
been calculated for this paper with methods similar to Fink et al.
(2014) but with an updated equation of state (Timmes & Arnett
1999) and a gravity solver based on fast Fourier transforms.

More details concerning the individual setups and the em-
ployed codes can be found in the references above. Moreover,
data for the models VM, CSDD-S, CSDD-L, HeD-S, N5def,
N100ddt and M2a have been made publicly available in the on-
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the tracer particles in the Tpeak −ρpeak - plane with color coded mass fraction of 56Ni 100 s after triggering the explosion. The
panels show: a) PD081, b) PD115, c) VM, d) CSDD-S, e) CSDD-L, f) M2a�, g) R60, h) N100ddt. The grey shaded regions separate incomplete
(left) from complete silicon burning (right) and normal freeze-out (upper right) from α-rich freeze-out (lower right) according to Eqs. (3) and (4).
The area covered corresponds to a varying scaling parameter: 1 < χ < 10.

line model database HESMA (Kromer et al. 2017). An important
fact to be aware of is that all hydrodynamic explosion simula-
tions were done using the LEAFS code (Reinecke et al. 1999,
2002; Röpke 2005) except for the double detonations M2a and
M2a� which were computed with arepo (Springel 2010).

Because solving a large nuclear network in parallel with the
actual explosion simulation goes beyond the scope of the cur-
rent computational resources the nucleosynthesis yields are cal-
culated in a post-processing step. To this end, virtual tracer par-
ticles are placed into the exploding WD star and advected pas-
sively with the fluid flow recording their thermodynamic history.
Subsequently, this data is used to determine the isotopic abun-
dances produced by the explosion.

Because we partially work with models from HESMA but
also add new explosion simulations, the postprocessing and
the treatment of metallicity in it follows different approaches:
Models CSDD-L, CSDD-S, HeD-S, PD081, PD115 were post-
processed at zero metallicity and VM, N100ddt, and N5def at
solar metallicity using the methods described in Travaglio et al.
(2004). In the latter models, solar metallicity was mimicked by
including 2.5% of 22Ne to approximately adjust Ye to the so-
lar value (see also Seitenzahl et al. 2013b). All other simula-
tions, i.e. M2a, M2a�, and R60, use the YANN code (Pakmor
et al. 2012a) for postprocessing. The metallicity of the material
in M2a is assumed to be zero while M2a� and R60 apply so-
lar metallicity. To this end, the abundances of all isotopes in the
core (“carbon-oxygen”) material are set according to Asplund
et al. (2009) except for elements lighter than fluorine. While H
and He are ignored, all CNO isotopes are converted to 22Ne thus
accounting for their processing in H and He burning. In the shell
material of M2a� carbon and oxygen are instead converted to
14N. To check the effect of the different metallicity implementa-

tions we also post-processed R60 and M2a� with the appropri-
ate amounts of 22Ne in CO material and 14N in the helium shell,
respectively, but no other isotopes present. These variants are la-
beled R60Ne and M2aNe. In all cases the 384 species network of
Travaglio et al. (2004) is utilized. Reaction rates were taken from
the REACLIB database (Rauscher & Thielemann 2000, updated
2009) and only for our most recent simulations (R60, M2a etc.)
the version of 2014 is applied.

3. Discussion of the nucleosynthesis yields

An instructive way to illustrate the burning regimes reached by
a specific model is the distribution of the tracer particles in the
Tpeak − ρpeak-diagram shown in Fig. 1.

In the case of the sub-Chandrasekhar mass pure detonations
(VM, PD081, PD115) the important characteristic from the nu-
cleosynthesis point of view is the low central density (ρc ∼<
108 g cm−3) of the WD. Therefore, IGEs are produced in alpha-
rich freeze-out and incomplete silicon burning only (see Fig. 2).
While the higher-mass CO core (PD115) produces 56Ni also in
NSE (α-rich freeze-out) the low-mass core model (PD081) syn-
thesizes all of its 56Ni in incomplete silicon burning. Also the
fuel in the VM model stays below densities of 8 × 107 g cm−3

and therefore it burns to NSE in the α-rich freeze-out regime. Al-
though in the merger process the structure of the primary is not
much affected, the disruption of the secondary causes the larger
scatter in the thermodynamic properties of the tracer particles at
lower densities.

In addition to this, the double detonation models (CSDD-
S, CSDD-L, M2a�) clearly show that 56Ni is also produced in
the helium shell detonation. The tracer particles located in the
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Fig. 3. Elemental ratios to Fe (with radioacitve isotopes decayed to 2 × 109 yr) compared to their solar ratios for three sub-MCh detonations (VM,
PD081, PD115), three double detonations (M2a�, CSDD-S, CSDD-L), one helium detonation (HeD-S), two pure MCh deflagrations (R60, W7)
and a delayed detonation (N100ddt).

shell cover an area in the parameter space shown in Fig. 2 that
is slightly below that of the core detonation. The scatter in the
MCh deflagration models is larger due to the turbulent motion
of the flame and the pre-expansion of the WD during the burn-
ing phase. This is even more obvious in the delayed detonation
model since some tracers might be affected first by the deflagra-
tion and subsequently by the detonation. We note that for the
single-spot ignited Model R60 the WD is not disrupted com-
pletely and hence Fig. 2 only shows ejected tracers. Because
only such massive WDs reach high densities of ρ ∼> 109 g cm−3

and consequently their nucleosynthesis yields originate mainly
from normal freeze-out, these kinds of explosions contribute to
elements not synthesized in sub-MCh models.

The gross nucleosynthesis yields are summarized in Fig. 3,
which displays the elemental ratio to iron compared to the so-
lar ratio according to Asplund et al. (2009). Since the PD081
model does not burn to NSE, it synthesizes super-solar amounts
of IMEs showing a strong odd-even effect. Furthermore, it ex-
hibits a rather high Cr abundance and drops off steeply for higher
mass IGEs. CSDD-S also produces super-solar abundances of
some IMEs, such as Si, S, Ar and Ca which is not surprising as it
shares the characteristics of a low-mass CO core with the PD081
model. However, the helium shell detonation adds substantial
amounts of light IGEs (Ti, V, Cr) as well as Cu and Zn to the mix.
These elements are most abundant in HeD-S since they are pri-
marily produced in the helium detonation. Moreover, it should be
noted that HeD-S as well as CSDD-L yield super-solar amounts
of Mn. The VM yields behave rather inconspicuous not showing
any overproduction but instead significant underproductions in
Mn, Co, Cu and Zn. Interestingly, the M2a� simulation exhibits
characteristics similar to those seen in pure detonations (a strong
odd-even effect for IMEs, an underproduction of Co, a drop-off
for Cu and Zn) as well as helium shell detonation features (super-
solar values of Ti, V, Cr and solar abundance of Mn). Finally, the
pure deflagration explosions R60 and W7 (we included the W7
model from Iwamoto et al. (1999) because it has been widely
used in GCE calculations) and the delayed detonation N100ddt

display low abundances of the light IGEs V and Cr and super-
solar abundances of Mn and stable Ni. Moreover, the produced
amounts of Cu and Zn are negligible as is also the case for the
pure detonations VM and PD081.

We summarize that all SNe Ia models included here under-
produce Co compared to the solar value. Moreover, we confirm
the known fact that MCh explosions can produce Mn at super-
solar values and that they also overproduce stable Ni. This fact
has been used to discriminate MCh from sub-MCh explosions in
nebular spectra (Flörs et al. 2019). The theoretical reason for
this distinction is that stable Ni (58,60Ni) is produced at higher
densities due to the lower electron fraction (see Sect. 2.2). How-
ever, we also find the double detonation models can overproduce
Mn as well as Ni, which makes the nucleosynthetic distinction
between MCh and sub-MCh explosions not as straightforward as
expected. The lighter elements Ti, V and Cr stem either from
He detonations or from the incomplete silicon burning region in
low-mass CO cores. The heaviest IGEs Cu and Zn are synthe-
sized in He detonations only and therefore test the double deto-
nation scenario: any observations and GCE calculations finding
Cu or Zn to be produced by SNe Ia would hint to the occurrence
of this explosion mechanism.

3.1. Manganese

The only stable isotope of Mn, 55Mn, is produced in CCSNe as
well as in SNe Ia in incomplete silicon burning primarily via the
channel 55Co→55Fe→55Mn. As already pointed out by Seiten-
zahl et al. (2013a), a super-solar production of Mn is required to
explain the rise in [Mn/Fe] for [Fe/H] ∼> −1 to its solar value.
Although the CCSN contribution to Mn is uncertain, all current
models predict [Mn/Fe] ratios below the solar value. Therefore,
MCh explosions must be added to the mix of SNe Ia. Only these
WDs reach densities high enough for normal freeze-out and thus
offer an additional site of production to the regime of incomplete
silicon burning. The production of 55Co is illustrated in Fig. 4
for the pure deflagration model R60, the violent merger model
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 with a color coded mass fraction of 55Co. The panels show: a) R60, b) VM, c) M2a�

Table 1. Mn to Fe ratio compared to solar for the total explosion at 100 s after ignition as well as shell and core material only, the total amount of
stable Mn in M� and the radioactive and stable isotopes from which 55Mn originates (in percent).

model [Mn/Fe] [Mn/Fe]shell [Mn/Fe]core Mn 55Co 55Fe 55Mn

PD081 -1.19 - - 4.90e-06 99.3 0.7 -
PD115 -1.82 - - 1.04e-06 97.6 2.4 -

VM -0.16 - - 3.74e-03 97.9 2.1 -
M2a� -0.03 0.81 -0.07 4.57e-03 98.9 1.1 -
M2aNe -0.15 0.81 -0.21 3.46e-03 99.5 0.5 -
M2a -1.00 0.53 -1.63 4.94e-04 99.7 0.3 -

CSDD-L 0.88 1.69 -1.19 1.47e-03 99.6 0.4 -
CSDD-S -0.17 0.29 -1.37 1.27e-03 99.9 0.1 -
HeD-S 0.29 0.29 - 1.21e-03 99.9 0.1 -
N5def 0.35 - - 4.03e-03 87.5 12.3 0.2

N100ddt 0.33 - - 1.33e-02 85.8 14.0 0.2
R60 0.11 - - 2.30e-04 85.0 14.8 0.2

R60Ne 0.11 - - 2.30e-04 85.1 14.7 0.2
W7 0.16 - - 8.87e-03 - - -

VM and the double detonation model M2a�. It clearly shows
that 55Co is synthesized in normal freeze-out in the R60 model
in contrast to VM and M2a�. Furthermore, it can be seen that
Mn also originates from the He detonation in Model M2a�. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the Mn yields and also gives the fraction of the
isotopes contributing to the final Mn abundance. It reveals that
only MCh deflagrations (N5def, N100ddt, R60, R60Ne, W7), the
double detonation CSDD-L, and the helium detonation HeD-S
achieve super-solar [Mn/Fe] ratios. For model R60 the [Mn/Fe]
values are somewhat lower compared to N100ddt and N5def due
to the newer set of reaction rates employed in the postprocess-
ing. While M2a� roughly reaches the solar value of [Mn/Fe] the
other double detonations, i.e. M2a, M2aNe and CSDD-S, exhibit
a sub-solar production of [Mn/Fe].

The value of [Mn/Fe] in the double detonation models is gov-
erned by three fundamental parameters of the initial model:

(i) The ratio of shell to core mass (Mshell/Mcore) is a cru-
cial factor. Most Mn is produced in the helium detonation
which is reflected by the super-solar value of 0.29 for HeD-
S (see Table 1). In contrast to that [Mn/Fe] is below solar in

CSDD-S due to the sub-solar value of the core detonation.
The WD in Model CSDD-L, however, has a very low core
mass (0.45 M�) and a helium shell of 0.2 M� (the same as
CSDD-S) and therefore the contribution of the core deto-
nation to [Mn/Fe] is less significant.

(ii) The density of the helium shell also affects [Mn/Fe]. 55Co
is produced in a rather well-defined range of initial den-
sities in the helium envelope above approximately 6 ×
105 g cm−3. The density at the base of the helium shell
for the low-mass progenitors in CSDD-L (ρc = 5.92 ×
105 g cm−3) as well as CSDD-S in (ρc = 12 × 105 g cm−3)
is sufficient to synthesize 55Co. Thus, the amount of Mn is
quite similar in both models. However, the amount of Fe
is much lower in CSDD-L due to the lower density in the
envelope and therefore the discrepancy between CSDD-L
and CSDD-S in [Mn/Fe] mainly originates from the yields
of the shell detonation. Model CSDD-L gives a value of
1.69 for [Mn/Fe] from the helium shell detonation com-
pared to 0.29 in Model CSDD-S.

(iii) The progenitor metallicity plays an essential role for the
production of Mn.
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Following argument (i) from above, a very low value of [Mn/Fe]
could be expected for Model M2a� because of the low-mass he-
lium shell and the ∼ 1 M� core. The data, in contrast, show an ap-
proximately solar value. The reason is that it has been calculated
at solar metallicity, which leads to [Mn/Fe]core = −0.07 (compa-
rable to Model VM) for core material and [Mn/Fe]shell = 0.81 for
the shell. Since the production of nuclei more neutron-rich than
56Ni is enhanced for lower Ye, this shift in [Mn/Fe] is reasonable.
The yields of model M2aNe fall into line with this analysis. The
[Mn/Fe] value in the core material, however, slightly decreases
indicating a low dependency on the initial distribution of nuclei.
Furthermore, Model M2a at zero metallicity from Gronow et al.
(2020) gives [Mn/Fe]= −1.00, which supports the explanations
given above.

It is generally found that CO detonations at zero metallic-
ity (also the core detonations of CSDD-L and CSDD-S) produce
less Mn than models at higher metallicity (VM, M2a�, M2aNe).
In addition, the pure detonation models (PD081, PD115) not
only underproduce Mn with respect to Fe (like VM) but also
eject a total amount of Mn roughly three orders of magnitude be-
low all other explosions. Although we neither have solar counter-
parts of CSDD-L, CSDD-S, PD081, PD115 nor zero metallicity
versions of VM, the comparison between the individual CO det-
onations still indicates a metallicity-dependent Mn production.

In addition, some Mn is made via 55Fe directly only in the
MCh models. In Fig. 4 one can observe that 55Co is not produced
at the very tip of the high density end of the tracer particle dis-
tribution in Model R60. These are exactly the conditions where
the even more neutron rich element 55Fe is synthesized. In con-
trast to M2aNe, we do not observe any changes in the yields of
R60Ne compared to R60. This is most likely due to the fact that
almost all of 55Co and 55Fe is synthesized in normal freeze-out
from NSE. Thus, the products largely depend on the neutron-
ization due to electron captures during the explosion phase (see
Sec. 2.2) and only weakly on the initial metallicity.

It should be noted that explosions such as M2a do not resem-
ble normal SNe Ia in some aspects (see also Fink et al. 2010;
Gronow et al. 2020). A cure to this problem might be to further
decrease the mass of the helium shell (Townsley et al. 2019),
but this also reduces the production of Mn in its detonation.
However, explosions such as HeD-S are a candidate for Ca-rich
transients, a sub-luminous class of SNe residing between nor-
mal SNe Ia and classical novae in terms of absolute magnitude.
Frohmaier et al. (2018) estimate rather high rates for Ca-rich
transients of about 33%-94% of the rate of normal SNe Ia. If
this proves to be correct, such explosions may substantially con-
tribute to the production of Mn in the Universe.

To estimate the effect of Ca-rich SNe on the evolution of
[Mn/Fe] in the Milky Way we carried out a chemical evolu-
tion simulation using the One-Zone Model for the Evolution of
Galaxies code OMEGA (Côté et al. 2017). We calculate an open-
box model and employ the “star-formation model” described by
Côté et al. (2017) to control the in- and outflows of gas. These
are linked to the star formation rate M? via a mass loading fac-
tor η. The total mass of gas inside the galaxy is determined by
the star formation efficiency f?: M? = f?Mgas. The star forma-
tion rate is taken from Chiappini et al. (2001), yields for mas-
sive stars are from Limongi & Chieffi (2018) (we use averaged
values of their different rotating and non-rotating models) and
yields of AGB stars are extracted from Karakas (2010). We find
reasonable agreement with observational data for Mn using dif-
ferent SN Ia scenarios (see below) and fixing the star formation
efficiency to f? = 0.006, the mass loading factor to η = 0.7,
and the proportional constant connecting the star formation time

scale and the dynamical time scale to fdyn = 0.004. Moreover,
the mass transition between AGB yields and massive star yields
is chosen to be 10.5 M�. Finally, the rate of SNe Ia is chosen
to 1.3 × 10−3 M−1

� , and the total number of SNe Ia is distributed
according to the chosen contribution of each channel (see cases
below).

For the Chandrasekhar mass delayed detonations (N100ddt),
helium-shell double-detonations (CSDD-L, HeD-S), and vio-
lent WD mergers (VM), we use delay time distributions calcu-
lated with the StarTrack binary evolution code (e.g. Belczynski
et al. 2008; Ruiter et al. 2009). For this work, we assume Chan-
drasekhar mass exploding CO WDs that have a hydrogen-rich
donor (in most cases a subgiant or giant star) produce delayed-
detonations. For violent WD mergers, we include any merger be-
tween two CO WDs that has at least one component WD mass
≥ 0.9 M�. For double-detonations with helium shells, we employ
the WD mass-dependent helium shell prescription of Ruiter et al.
(2014).
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Fig. 5. [Mn/Fe] evolution for different SNe Ia scenarios. The sub-MCh
scenario is represented by the Model VM, the MCh scenario by the
N100ddt and N5def is used as a proxy for SNe Iax. The shaded ar-
eas in the runs sub-MCh +CSDD-L and sub-MCh +HeD-S correspond to
a range in the rate of Ca-rich transients between 33% and 94%. Black
dots show observational data of Adibekyan et al. (2012), blue diamond
shapes depict data of Reddy et al. (2006), yellow triangles represent
data of Gratton et al. (2003), and red squares show data of Ishigaki et al.
(2012, 2013). The data has been extracted from the STELLAB (STEL-
Lar ABundances) library (Ritter & Côté 2016). The non-LTE data by
Eitner et al. (2020) are not included in this simple approach.

We implemented the following combinations of SN Ia chan-
nels. Combinations (a), (b), and (c) have also been investigated
by Seitenzahl et al. (2013a):

(a) sub-MCh: 100% Model VM
(b) sub-MCh + MCh: 50% Model VM + 50% Model N100ddt
(c) sub-MCh + Iax: 80% Model VM + 20% N5def
(d) sub-MCh + MCh + CSDD-L: same as case (b) with 50% of

CSDD-L added on top. This increases the number of SNe Ia
per stellar mass formed to 1.95 M−1

� .
(e) sub-MCh + HeD-S: the SN Ia rate consists 100% of Model

VM and 33%-94% of Model HeD-S are added on top
(f) sub-MCh + CSDD-L: same as case (e) with Model CSDD-L

instead of HeD-S

Combinations (a), (b), and (c) confirm the results described
above. The solar value of [Mn/Fe] can only be reached when
including a significant fraction of MCh explosions. Also a rather
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high fraction of 20% of failed deflagrations (N5def) represented
by case (c) is not sufficient to match the increasing trend. How-
ever, we emphasize that the upward trend in [Mn/Fe] is not only
due to the contribution of MCh-mass SNe Ia. CCSNe also exhibit
an increasing trend in [Mn/Fe] with increasing metallicity. This
is illustrated scenario (a) in which SNe Ia have virtually no con-
tribution to Mn. However, despite the CCSN-caused increase in
Mn, a solar ratio is not reached. Moreover, we find that helium
detonations (HeD-S, CSDD-L) are as effective in increasing the
final value of [Mn/Fe] as N5def with our choice of rates (see
variations (e) and (f)). Furthermore, case (d) demonstrates that
CSDD-L also raises [Mn/Fe] in the presence of N100ddt. This
indicates that Ca-rich transients are able to reduce the need for
MCh explosions to reproduce the evolution of [Mn/Fe]. We find
that a reduction of MCh explosions to 30% of the SN Ia rate in
scenario (d) yields similar [Mn/Fe] values as in case (b). Replac-
ing CSDD-L with HeD-S allows a reduction to 40%. Thus, the
occurrence rate of MCh SNe Ia needed to explain [Mn/Fe] vs.
[Fe/H] can be reduced but not eliminated by the consideration of
helium detonation models.

We emphasize that this simple approach cannot replace fu-
ture more elaborate GCE studies. It is only intended to give an
impression of the contribution of helium shell detonation mod-
els compared to other SNe Ia scenarios given their low ejected
mass per event. The delay-time distribution for explosions such
as CSDD-L and HeD-S is not very well constrained, for instance.
Fortunately, this does not challenge our conclusion since dif-
ferent DTDs only alter the shape of the [Mn/Fe] evolution and
leave the final value at [Fe/H] = 0 largely unaffected. While there
is still much uncertainty associated with the evolution and ex-
plosive outcome of helium shell double-detonation binaries, we
note that in our binary evolution models progenitors of double-
detonation SN Ia explosions are more similar in physical config-
uration to the models of Gronow et al. (2020) (in terms of core
and shell mass), rather than the earlier models computed by Sim
et al. (2012). However, it turns out that regardless of whether low
to moderate shell mass systems (Gronow) or high shell mass sys-
tems (Sim) are actually contributing to the SN Ia popualtion in
Nature, it will not have any noticeable effect on the delay-time
distribution of these explosions, since the timescale on which
these WDs accumulate helium is by comparison insignificant (on
the order of ∼10 Myr).

In addition, a large number of helium detonations would lead
to tensions in [Ti/Fe] and [V/Fe] since these elements are pro-
duced in super-solar amounts in them (see Fig. 3). This is yet
another argument excluding helium shell detonations or double
detonations as a replacement for MCh SNe Ia models producing
a solar Mn/Fe ratio. As Ti and V are, however, under-produced
over the whole metallicity range in current GCE studies (see
Prantzos et al. 2018 and references therein) their site of produc-
tion is not clarified completely, yet. The yields derived from he-
lium detonation models do not solve the problem. They imply
an increased production at [Fe/H] ≈ 0 and fail to provide a good
fit to the [Ti/Fe] and [V/Fe] evolution at low metallicities. We
find that a decrease of the CSDD-L rate down to approximately
10% of the SN Ia rate resolves this tension and yields the solar
value for [Ti/Fe] and [V/Fe] in scenario d). This, however, only
allows for a reduction of the MCh events to 45% compared to
30% mentioned above.

3.2. Zinc

The element zinc ranges right beyond the iron peak and is of
high interest for GCE since its origin has not been clarified yet.

It has four stable isotopes, namely 64Zn, 66Zn, 67Zn and 68Zn,
of which 64Zn is the most abundant in the solar neighborhood.
The production mechanisms are therefore more diverse than in
the case of Mn. Zn abundances in the Galaxy have been mea-
sured already by Sneden et al. (1991) and later on by Mishenina
et al. (2002), Cayrel et al. (2004), and Nissen et al. (2007). All
agree on its evolution: Zn exhibits high values of [Zn/Fe] ≈ 0.6
at [Fe/H] ≈ −4, which drop to solar at around [Fe/H] ≈ −2.
From there on, they oscillate around [Zn/Fe] ≈ 0. Some of the
Zn abundance is synthesized during He or C burning via the s-
process in massive stars but the major contribution comes from
explosive nucleosynthesis in supernovae. Standard CCSNe mod-
els (see, e.g., the yields of Woosley & Weaver 1995) fall short in
the production of Zn. Only the introduction of hypernovae can
account for the solar value of [Zn/Fe] (Kobayashi et al. 2006),
but the high values at very low metallicities are not reached
within this model either.

The most commonly used SN Ia model for GCE calculations
is the W7 model (Iwamoto et al. 1999) – a 1D pure deflagration
in a MCh CO WD. This particular simulation yields only negligi-
ble amounts of Zn (see Table 2). Therefore, it has been a goal to
explain the evolution of Zn with other production sites, although
1D double detonation and pure helium detonation models cal-
culated by Woosley & Kasen (2011) show substantial amounts
of Zn. The recent work by Hirai et al. (2018) tries to explain
the evolution of Zn with metallicity-dependent yields of CCSNe
as well as HNe from Nomoto et al. (2013). They find that the
inclusion of electron capture supernovae (ECSNe, yields from
Wanajo et al. 2018) is necessary to match the high [Zn/Fe] values
at low metallicity. Jones et al. (2019b) presented nucleosynthesis
yields of thermonuclear ECSNe (tECSNe), i.e. the explosion of
ONe WDs at densities around 1010 g cm−3. These models over-
produce neutron-rich isotopes such as 48Ca, 50Ti, 54Cr as well as
66Zn and other elements beyond the iron peak. In a follow up
study Jones et al. (2019a) showed that these models complement
nicely the contribution of ECSNe to the chemical evolution of
the Milky Way. Prantzos et al. (2018) cannot reproduce the evo-
lution of Zn using the nucleosynthesis yields of rotating massive
stars by Limongi & Chieffi (2018).

In spite of this, a high contribution of SNe Ia to Zn has al-
ready been proposed by Matteucci et al. (1993) and later on by
François et al. (2004). Mishenina et al. (2002) claim that SNe Ia
are responsible for as much as 67% of the Zn production. Tsuji-
moto & Nishimura (2018) investigate the evolution of Zn in the
Galaxy using Mg instead of Fe as the reference element. Mg is
an α-element assumed to be solely produced in CCSNe and thus
it is more sensitive in detecting the contribution of sources other
than CCSNe to a specific element. They discover a decreasing
trend for [Zn/Mg] for [Zn/Mg] ∼< −1 and a rise for higher metal-
licities. This increasing behavior coincides with the well known
kick-in of SNe Ia at [Fe/H] = −1. Consequently, they conclude
that SNe Ia must be responsible for this behavior and suggest
a scenario including a He detonation with strong α-rich freeze-
out. The decreasing trend at low metallicities is explained in their
GCE model by the incorporation of magnetorotational SNe (MR
SNe), whose rate decreases with increasing metallicity.

No matter which combination of supernova scenarios ac-
counts for the observed abundances at [Fe/H] ∼< −1, it is very
likely that SNe Ia also contribute to Zn in a non-negligible way,
i.e. a significant underproduction would require an even larger
contribution from CCSNe to keep [Zn/Fe] near the solar value.
The question is which scenario for SNe Ia synthesizes [Zn/Fe] at
around the solar ratio or higher and therefore contributes to the
enrichment of galaxies with Zn?
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 2 with a color coded mass fraction of the parent nuclei of Zn listed in Table 2. The panels show: a) R60, b) VM, c) M2a�

Table 2. Total amount of stable Zn in M� and the radioactive and stable isotopes from which Zn originates (in percent) at 100 s. Only contributions
larger than 1 % are listed.

model Zn 64Zn 66Zn 68Zn 64Ga 64Ge 66Ge 67Ge 68Ge 67Cu 66Ni

PD081 3.49e-16 97.9 - - 1.5 - - - - - -
PD115 5.42e-05 99.1 - - - - - - - - -

VM 2.21e-06 1.6 - - 9.4 28.3 60.6 - - - -
M2a� 1.71e-04 4.2 10.3 - 7.8 39.1 34.0 1.2 2.1 - -
M2aNe 1.35e-04 - - - 11.1 58.4 29.1 - - - -
M2a 4.44e-04 - - - 13.0 79.9 5.4 - - - -

CSDD-L 6.05e-06 1.6 - - 12.7 21.2 36.7 12.7 14.4 - -
CSDD-S 7.49e-04 - - - 7.0 85.4 6.9 - - - -
HeD-S 7.41e-04 - - - 6.8 85.5 7.0 - - - -
N5def 6.58e-07 8.5 - - 6.0 28.5 56.2 - - - -

N100ddt 3.12e-06 5.6 - - 5.9 30.9 57.2 - - - -
R60 1.80e-07 4.7 2.9 - 4.1 33.6 53.0 - - - -

R60Ne 1.92e-06 - - - 3.9 31.6 49.6 - - - 14.1
W7 4.93e-07 - - - - - - - - - -

Table 2 lists the total production of Zn in solar masses as
well as the fraction of isotopes via which it is produced. In ad-
dition, Table 3 shows [Zn/Fe] for the whole explosion as well as
for the helium shell and core detonation separately in the case of
a double detonation. It reveals that all models, except for those
including a helium detonation (M2a�, M2a, CSDD-S, CSDD-L,
and HeD-S), severely underproduce [Zn/Fe] compared to its so-
lar value. While M2a�, M2aNe, M2a, and CSDD-L exhibit only
a moderate underproduction, the remaining models even synthe-
size super-solar ratios [Zn/Fe]. The [Zn/Fe] value of the helium
detonation is quite similar in M2a�, CSDD-S and HeD-S but the
result of the whole explosion is dominated by the core detona-
tion for model M2a�. In contrast to the case of Mn, the values
of [Zn/Fe] in M2a are higher than its solar metallicity counter-
part. The most important production channel is via the symmet-
ric nucleus 64Ge as is also the case for CSDD-S and HeD-S. In
Model CSDD-L, the [Zn/Fe] yield of the helium shell detona-
tion is significantly lower than in the other models. The reason
for this is the lower density of the envelope (see argument (ii)
in Sect. 3.1) because most Zn is produced above an initial den-
sity of 5.0×105 g cm−3. The lower density is also responsible for

the difference in the contribution of 64Ge compared to the other
double detonations as it is produced at higher densities than, e.g.,
66Ge.

Furthermore, it can be seen that the main production chan-
nels are 64Ga→64Zn, 64Ge→64Ga→64Zn and 66Ge→66Ga→66Zn
for the majority of models except for PD081 and PD115. These
isotopes are produced either in α-rich freeze-out from NSE or in
the helium detonation (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 also shows that Zn is primarily produced in the helium
shell at relatively high densities. This region is not reached by
CSDD-L as discussed above. A direct production of Zn in the
form of a high contribution from 64Zn can only be observed in
the pure detonations PD081 and PD115 and – to a much lesser
extent – in the MCh-models. However, the total amount of Zn
falls short of that of Models CSDD-S, HeD-S, and M2a� by
about two orders of magnitude. R60 and M2a� are the only mod-
els to directly produce a non-negligible amount of 66Zn. More-
over, the direct production of Zn isotopes (64,66Zn) is clearly a
metallicity effect. The corresponding simulations at lower metal-
licity shift the production of Zn to the symmetric isotope. This
behavior is not observed for the other models at solar metallicity
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Table 3. Zn to Fe ratio compared to solar for the total explosion as well as shell and core material only and stable zinc isotopes decayed at 2×109 yr.

model [Zn/Fe] [Zn/Fe]shell [Zn/Fe]core
64Zn 66Zn 67Zn 68Zn

PD081 -10.54 - - 3.48e-16 - - -
PD115 -1.31 - - 5.38e-05 3.57e-07 - -

VM -2.60 - - 8.67e-07 1.34e-06 - -
M2a� -0.66 0.82 -0.92 8.72e-05 7.59-05 2.48e-06 5.11e-06
M2aNe -0.77 0.77 -1.09 9.46e-05 3.92e-05 5.60e-07 3.45e-07
M2a -0.25 1.02 -0.48 4.16e-04 2.46e-05 1.52e-06 1.64e-06

CSDD-L -0.71 0.07 -1.77 2.14e-06 2.25e-06 7.86e-07 8.73e-07
CSDD-S 0.40 0.87 -1.44 6.94e-04 5.19e-05 - -
HeD-S 0.87 0.87 - 6.86e-04 5.18e-05 - -
N5def -2.64 - - 2.83e-07 3.74e-07 - -

N100ddt -2.51 - - 1.32e-06 1.79e-06 - -
R60 -1.20 - - 7.67e-07 1.02e-06 5.76e-09 8.67e-09

R60Ne -1.17 - - 6.96e-07 1.22e-06 1.48e-09 3.80e-10
W7 -1.66 - - - - - -

(N5def, N100ddt, VM). In contrast to our most recent simula-
tions, i.e. M2a� and R60, where the solar value for each isotope
according to Asplund et al. (2009) is used as input for the post-
processing, the metallicity is set by adding only 22Ne to adjust
the electron fraction. Therefore, the lack of seed nuclei in the
investigated region might affect the detailed nucleosynthesis re-
sults. This is confirmed by models R60Ne and M2aNe. They do
not produce any Zn isotopes and also show differences in the
production of various other species.

In summary, any SN Ia scenario noticeably contributing to
the enrichment of the Galaxy with Zn is required to include a
prominent helium detonation. The production of Zn can be ex-
plained by the same three arguments used for the case of Mn.
However, here CSDD-L shows the lowest ratio to iron since
the initial shell density is too low to synthesize Zn in sufficient
amounts. We abstain from adding an investigation of the galactic
evolution of [Zn/Fe] since we have already shown for the case of
Mn that low-mass double detonations and pure helium shell det-
onations do contribute significantly to [Mn/Fe] despite their low
ejecta masses. This result holds analogously for [Zn/Fe].

Instead, we briefly estimate the influence of 68Ge on the light
curve. All other isotopes listed in Table 2 are short-lived with a
maximum half-life1 of 61.8 h for 67Cu. Although compared to
56Ni long-lived isotopes are not produced in large amounts, they
can modify the shape of the light curve at late times (Seitenzahl
et al. 2009). Furthermore, γ-rays or X-rays emitted in their de-
cays might be detectable.

68Ge decays to 68Ga via electron capture with a half-life of
T1/2 = 270.95 d. The two most relevant X-rays emitted have en-
ergies of E1 = 9.225 and E2 = 9.252 keV with an emission
probability of I1 = 0.131 and I2 = 0.258, respectively. As an ex-
ample, we consider Model M2a�, which ejects 3.554 × 10−6 M�
of 68Ge. Assuming transparent ejecta after t = 100 d and a very
close SN explosion at a distance of d = 1 Mpc we arrive at a flux
on Earth of

Fi =
1

4πd2 · IλN0e−λt · Ei =

=

{
2.325 × 10−17erg s−1 cm−2 i = 1
4.592 × 10−17erg s−1 cm−2 i = 2

, (6)

1 All nuclear decay data is taken from
https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/

where λ is the decay constant and N0 the number of nuclei at
t = 0, which can be derived dividing the ejected mass by the cor-
responding atomic mass2. The X-ray telescope NuSTAR (Harri-
son et al. 2013) has a sensitivity of 2 × 10−15erg s−1 cm−2 in the
considered energy range. Therefore, the added flux of the two X-
ray emissions is about a factor of 35 below the detection limit,
and thus, a higher production of 68Ge would be necessary for
a potential detection even under the rather favorable conditions
assumed here. We emphasize that this statement is by no means
conclusive since the sensitivity of NuSTAR also depends on the
line shape and on the observation time.

Subsequently, 68Ga decays to 68Zn via positron emission
very quickly (T1/2 = 67.71 min). Assuming an instantaneous en-
ergy deposition, we calculated the contributions of 68Ga, 44Sc,
56Co, 57Co, and 55Fe positrons, conversion electrons, and Auger
electrons to the SN light curve for Models HeD-S (same amount
of 68Ge as CSDD-S), CSDD-L and M2a�. In the case of 68Ga
and 44Sc, the electrons emitted by their long-lived parent are in-
cluded, too. Fig. 7 shows that with less than 0.4% of the energy
generation per second ε, the 68Ga decay plays only a minor role
in model M2a�. Its contribution is even lower in the HeD-S and
CSDD-L models.

3.3. Copper

Copper directly follows nickel in the periodic table and its ele-
mental solar abundance consists of two stable isotopes, namely
63Cu and 65Cu. Of these, about 69% are attributed to 63Cu (As-
plund et al. 2009). The first extensive measurements and an anal-
ysis of Cu abundances have been carried out by Sneden et al.
(1991). The general trend of an increasing value of [Cu/Fe] with
[Fe/H] in the galaxy has already been established in that work.
[Cu/Fe] rises from a value of approximately −1 at [Fe/H] ≈ −3
to the solar value at [Fe/H] ≈ 0.

As for Zn, the origin of Cu is still very uncertain. The largest
contributors are believed to be the weak component of the s-
process in massive stars (a secondary process) and the direct fu-
sion as a primary element simultaneous to IGEs in CCSNe and
SNe Ia. Matteucci et al. (1993) carry out detailed GCE calcula-
tions. Comparing to the Sneden et al. (1991) data they conclude
that a best fit is achieved if the SNe Ia yields for Cu are raised
by an order of magnitude. Moreover, they claim that SNe Ia

2 The atomic mass is taken from https://www-nds.iaea.org/
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Table 4. Total amount of stable Cu in M� and the radioactive and stable isotopes from which Cu originates (in percent) at 100 s. Only contributions
larger than 1 % are listed.

model Cu 63Cu 65Cu 63Zn 65Zn 63Ga 65Ga 65Ge 63Ni 65Ni 63Co

PD081 1.66e-15 33.4 - 66.0 - - - - - - -
PD115 2.48e-05 34.2 - 64.9 - - - - - - -

VM 3.37e-07 - - 74.2 - 8.8 13.9 2.0 - - -
M2a� 2.43e-05 10.6 10.8 15.5 3.6 10.5 33.4 12.6 2.2 - -
M2aNe 1.60e-05 - - 20.2 - 16.9 45.1 17.3 - - -
M2a 3.03e-05 - - 18.2 3.0 23.5 41.9 14.1 - - -

CSDD-L 3.44e-06 - - 27.0 - 16.0 26.2 30.4 - - -
CSDD-S 1.29e-04 - - 18.8 - 57.7 9.9 13.6 - - -
HeD-S 1.31e-04 - - 17.9 - 59.1 9.4 13.6 - - -
N5def 1.15e-07 38.9 1.4 30.8 - 8.3 9.5 4.5 6.7 - -

N100ddt 4.58e-07 29.6 - 38.9 - 10.1 11.5 5.0 3.8 - -
R60 2.54e-07 22.3 8.3 9.3 3.1 3.5 12.5 16.6 13.3 2.3 8.9

R60Ne 1.13e-07 2.3 - 20.7 - 7.8 28.1 37.2 - - 2.4
W7 3.21e-07 - - - - - -

Table 5. Cu to Fe ratio compared to solar for the total explosion as well as shell and core material only and stable copper isotopes decayed at
2 × 109 yr

model [Cu/Fe] [Cu/Fe]shell [Cu/Fe]core
63Cu 65Cu

PD081 -9.48 - - 1.65e-15 9.78e-18
PD115 -1.25 - - 2.55e-05 2.33e-07

VM -3.03 - - 2.82e-08 5.44e-08
M2a� -1.13 0.43 -1.48 9.62e-06 1.47e-05
M2aNe -1.31 0.39 -1.93 5.95e-06 1.01e-05
M2a -1.04 0.43 -1.51 1.29e-05 1.75e-05

CSDD-L -0.57 0.21 -1.69 1.49e-06 1.95e-06
CSDD-S 0.02 0.48 -1.31 9.86e-05 3.02e-05
HeD-S 0.50 0.50 - 1.01e-04 3.01e-05
N5def -3.01 - - 9.76e-07 1.77e-08

N100ddt -2.95 - - 3.78e-07 8.04e-08
R60 -1.67 - - 1.45e-07 1.09e-07

R60Ne -2.02 - - 3.84e-08 7.50e-08
W7 -1.46 - - - -

start contributing to the enrichment of the Galaxy already from
[Fe/H]≈ −1.7, i.e. already in the halo phase. Mishenina et al.
(2002) provide a large upgrade to the Cu abundance data by
measuring Cu and Zn in 90 metal poor stars in the Galaxy. They
arrive at the conclusion that the increase in [Cu/Fe] is due to a
significant contribution of SNe Ia. As a guideline they also pro-
vide a very rough estimate of the relative contributions of Cu
from different production sites to the solar abundance. They as-
sign 7.5% to SNe II (primary process in massive stars), 25%
to secondary processes in massive stars, 5% to the s-process in
AGB stars and 62.5% to SNe Ia. The overall trend of the Cu to
Fe ratio, i.e. a sub-solar plateau at low metallicities and an in-
crease to the solar value, which is reached at [Fe/H] ≈ −0.8, has
also been confirmed by Reddy et al. (2003). In contrast, Prant-
zos et al. (2018) show that by including the yields of Limongi
& Chieffi (2018) the evolution of [Cu/Fe] can be modeled with
CCSNe alone (they use W7 for SNe Ia). Also Nissen & Schus-
ter (2011) confirm sub-solar [Cu/Fe] values for their low-α pop-
ulation of dwarf stars in the solar neighborhood. These stars
are suspected to be primarily enriched by SNe Ia and there-
fore they conclude that these are not a main contributor to Cu.
Simmerer et al. (2003) investigate the Cu abundances in vari-
ous globular clusters and draw the opposite conclusion – that

SNe Ia are likely to be the main contributors to Cu – because
[Cu/Fe] in globular clusters follows the trend seen in field stars.
However, the only cluster spanning a significant range in metal-
licity (−1.8 < [Fe/H] < 0.8) is ω-Centauri and there the [Cu/Fe]
curve is rather flat. This suggests a different chemical evolution
history. In contrast to the previously mentioned results, Romano
& Matteucci (2007) find that their GCE model can fit both, the
Galaxy and ω-Centauri, if the s-process yields are enhanced and
the SN Ia yields are reduced. Cunha et al. (2002) investigate in
more detail the evolution ofω-Centauri. They attribute the strong
enhancement of α-elements relative to Fe and the constant evolu-
tion of [Cu/Fe] at a rather low value of -0.5 to an enrichment via
CCSNe. However, a final explanation for the lack of SNe Ia en-
richment is not given. Recent non-LTE Cu abundance measure-
ments are presented by Yan et al. (2015, 2016). They show that
non-LTE effects raise the previously measured values by about
0.2 dex and that this difference is also metallicity-dependent. The
impact of the non-LTE treatment is higher for lower [Fe/H] and
therefore flattens the whole curve. Furthermore, the plateau at
lower metallicities is extended compared to older works, and
reaches up to [Fe/H]≈ −1 and then rises to solar. However,
Yan et al. (2015) emphasize that due to the uncertainties in the
main production site of Cu, the peculiar evolution of Cu in Ursa
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Fig. 7. Energy generation rate ε of the emission of positrons, conversion
electrons, and Auger electrons in model M2a�. Shaded areas show the
range between no X-ray trapping and full X-ray trapping. The black
curve depicts the contribution of the 68Ga decay relative to the total
energy generation.

Major, ω-Centauri, the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, and the halo
sub-population (Nissen & Schuster 2011), further GCE models
should be postponed until the trend of [Cu/Fe] is clearly estab-
lished by using non-LTE measurements.

Similar to the discussion on Zn (see Sect. 3.2), it is now in-
teresting to see which SN Ia scenario is able to synthesize Cu
in significant amounts. Table 4 displays the Cu yields together
with the relative contribution of the most important production
channels. In Table 5 the [Cu/Fe] values and the remaining stable
Cu isotopes can be found.

The overall result is the same as for the Zn case: Cu is
largely underproduced compared to solar in all simulations ex-
cept for two models including a He detonation; in this case HeD-
S and CSDD-S. However, [Cu/Fe] values are lower than [Zn/Fe]
for the helium shell, which also diminishes the total [Cu/Fe]
yields. M2a�, M2aNe and M2a even approach the pure detona-
tion PD115 due to the low shell mass to core mass ratio (argu-
ment (i) in Sect. 3.1). A comparison between M2a� and M2a
shows that the metallicity has little impact on the total value of
[Cu/Fe]. It only slightly changes the fractions of the parent nu-
clei that decay to stable Cu. In particular, we find that the direct
production of 63Cu and 65Cu is favored for higher metallicity
and that the inclusion of only 22Ne leads to a decrease in [Cu/Fe]
(see R60Ne, M2aNe). Moreover, the difference in [Cu/Fe] from
the helium shell between CSDD-L and the other double detona-
tions is less significant than for [Zn/Fe]. 63Ga, for example, is
mainly produced at an initial density higher than the density at
the base of the shell in CSDD-L and therefore the relative con-
tribution to stable Cu is shifted to 65Ga and 65Ge compared to
Models CSDD-S and HeD-S.

In contrast to Zn, a main production channel for Cu cannot
be identified. While most models, except R60, produce some Cu
via 63Zn, the helium detonations additionally show a major con-
tribution from 63Ga, 65Ga and 65Ge. The MCh simulations and
PD115 also synthesize considerable amounts of 63Cu and M2a�
exhibits contributions from almost every parent isotope listed in
Table 4. This reflects that neither the core nor the helium deto-
nation dominates the total Cu yields.

To sum up, the creation of a large amount of Cu in rela-
tion to Fe requires an even more prominent helium detonation
than in the case of Zn. We find in addition that a density at the

base of the helium envelope exceeding that in Model CSDD-L
of 5.92 × 105 g cm−3 is essential. From a GCE point of view the
contribution of helium detonations to Cu is less significant than
in the case of Mn or Zn among the investigated models. The only
model expected to contribute considerably to [Cu/Fe] is HeD-S.
Also in this case we postpone a detailed GCE modeling to future
work.

Similar to the discussion of long-lived radioactive isotopes
in Sect. 3.2 we shortly take a look at 65Zn. The only other
long-lived isotope in Table 4 is 63Ni. However, it is only pro-
duced in very small amounts in model R60 and its half-life of
101.2 y implies a very low rate of decays. 65Zn, in contrast, has
a half-life of T1/2 = 243.93 d and emits an energetic γ-ray with
an energy of E = 1115.539 keV and an emission probability
of I = 0.5004. Most of 65Zn is synthesized via the fast de-
caying isotopes 65Ge and 65Ga (see Table 2). Under the same
assumptions as in Sect. 3.2 we arrive at a flux on Earth for
Model CSDD-S (highest amount of 65Zn among our models with
3.019 × 10−5 M�) of

F = 1.031 × 10−13erg s−1 cm−2. (7)

Although this value is four orders magnitude higher than for the
68Ge X-rays (see Sect. 3.2), it is still at least an order of mag-
nitude below the expected sensitivity of the planned γ-ray tele-
scope e-ASTROGAM (De Angelis et al. 2018), and therefore a
detection is very unlikely.

4. Summary

We investigate the nucleosynthesis yields of a variety of SN Ia
models from the HESMA (Kromer et al. 2017) archive as well
as two new explosion simulations, M2a� and R60. These mod-
els include double detonation models from Sim et al. (2012) and
Gronow et al. (2020). Furthermore, we examined the pure deto-
nations in sub-MCh WDs of Sim et al. (2010) and a set of MCh
explosions from Seitenzahl et al. (2013b), Fink et al. (2014).

We aim to identify elements characteristic for a certain ex-
plosion mechanism. In combination with GCE calculations and
abundance measurements in stellar atmospheres this can help to
identify SN Ia progenitors. A well known example is the element
manganese. Its abundance relative to iron increases from [Fe/H]
≈ −1 and it is not produced by CCSNe in sufficiently high ra-
tios relative to Fe. Therefore, it is attributed to thermonuclear
explosions of MCh WDs (Seitenzahl et al. 2013a). In this study
we find that super-solar amounts of Mn are additionally synthe-
sized in helium detonations and that the actual result depends
on the interplay of three parameters: the metallicity, the helium
shell mass compared to the CO core, and the density of the he-
lium envelope. A variation of these values gives rise to sub-solar
values of [Mn/Fe] (as seen in Models M2a and CSDD-S) up to
highly super-solar results (CSDD-L). This also brings the dou-
ble detonation scenario into play as a potential source of Mn.
Therefore, the sole distinction between sub-MCh and MCh mass
models when investigating the source of Mn is insufficient. The
details of the underlying model employed for the sub-MCh chan-
nel have to be defined in addition. Our GCE calculation corrobo-
rates this result and demonstrates that double detonation models
with massive helium shells can significantly reduce but not com-
pletely remove the need for MCh explosions to explain the solar
[Mn/Fe] ratio. Their actual rate, however, is limited due to their
super-solar [Ti/Fe] and [V/Fe] values.

Moreover, the elements zinc and copper have received lit-
tle attention when studying the contribution of SNe Ia to galac-
tic chemical evolution, although Matteucci et al. (1993) already
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pointed out the potential relevance of these events as a produc-
tion site. We find that double detonation models are able to pro-
duce Zn and Cu in super-solar ratios with respect to Fe. Since a
sophisticated GCE modeling and a comprehensive analysis of
the contribution of massive stars is beyond the scope of this
work we did not include models for the evolution of [Zn/Fe] and
[Cu/Fe]. However, the general results from the case of Mn carry
over to Zn and Cu. The same three parameters as in the case
of Mn also affect the creation of Zn and Cu: Essentially, any
value of [Mn/Fe], [Zn/Fe] or [Cu/Fe] can be realized using differ-
ent combinations of helium shell mass, core mass, shell density
and metallicity. However, in this study we find that the models
from Sim et al. (2012) affect the evolution of Mn, Zn and Cu
the most. These models follow explosions in a system of a low-
mass CO cores covered by a massive helium shell. They were in-
tended to resemble a sub-luminous sub-class of SNe Ia, namely
calcium-rich transients, but do not account for normal SNe Ia.
Their significance for GCE therefore depends on the realization
frequency of Ca-rich transients, which is currently afflicted with
large uncertainties. Ongoing and planned transient searches hold
promise to clarify this aspect.

We thus emphasize that SNe Ia, or, in general thermonuclear
explosions, should be treated more carefully in GCE studies. It
seems to be necessary to include a variety of thermonuclear ex-
plosion models rather than sticking to only one or two scenarios.
SNe Ia should be considered as a source of Zn and Cu in GCE
simulations if the double detonation scenario is used to represent
either normal SNe Ia (see, however Kromer et al. 2010, for po-
tential problems with the predicted spectral observables) or the
faint class of calcium-rich transients. MCh explosions might not
be the only relevant source of Mn.
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